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The Nordic model (also called Nordic capitalism or Nordic social democracy) refers to the economic and
social policies common to the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway, Iceland, the Faroe Islands and
Sweden).This includes a comprehensive welfare state and collective bargaining at the national level with a
high percentage of the workforce unionized, while being based on the economic ...
Nordic model - Wikipedia
Industrial democracy is an arrangement which involves workers making decisions, sharing responsibility and
authority in the workplace. While in participative management organizational designs workers are listened to
and take part in the decision-making process, in organizations employing industrial democracy they also have
the final decisive power (they decide about organizational design and ...
Industrial democracy - Wikipedia
Greenpeace will never stop fighting for a greener, healthier world for our oceans, forests, food, climate, and
democracyâ€”no matter what forces stand in our way.
Greenpeace USA
Think tank and research center dedicated to nonpartisan analysis of US and international economic, security,
and political issues.
Hudson Institute
Anti-Corruption: The Global Fight is a new handbook from IIP Publications that outlines the kinds of
corruption, their effects, and the ways that people and governments combat corruption through legislative and
civil society actions.
IIP Publications
3 Przeworski, Adam et. al.,Democracy and Development: Political Institutions and Well-being in the World,
1950-1990 (Cambridge University Press, 2000)
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE: THEORY AND PRACTICE IN DEVELOPING
Reclaim Democracy! is dedicated to restoring democratic authority over corporations, reviving grassroots
democracy, and establishing appropriate limits on corporate influence.
Kasky v. Nike â€” Do Corporations Have a Right to Lie?
ISSN 2220-8488 (Print), 2221-0989 (Online) Â©Center for Promoting Ideas, USA www.ijhssnet.com 109
â€œWe the people of the Federal Republic of Nigeria have firmly adopted this document for the purpose of
Constitutionalism and Democracy: A Critical Perspective
Fundamental British values . Schools should promote the fundamental British values of democracy, the rule
of law, individual liberty, and mutual respect and tolerance of those with different faiths and
Promoting fundamental British values as part of SMSC in
Through our assistance programs, USAID plays an active and critical role in the promotion of U.S. foreign
policy interests. The investment we make in developing countries has long-term benefits for America and the
American people.
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Where We Work | U.S. Agency for International Development
Trafficking in persons victimizes millions of men, women, and children worldwide. Although precise numbers
are unknown, recent estimates of the number of people enslaved in sex or labor exploitation range from 12 to
27 million.
Countering Trafficking in Persons | Democracy, Human
Publisher of academic books and electronic media publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of
fields.
Books - NYU Press | NYU Press
Rule of Law - Democracy and Human Rights. Rule of Law - Democracy and Human Rights. Democracy is
one of the universal core values and principles of the United Nations.Respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms and the principle of holding periodic and genuine elections by universal suffrage are
essential elements of democracy.
OHCHR | Rule of Law - Democracy and Human Rights
Freedom House is an independent watchdog organization dedicated to the expansion of freedom and
democracy around the world. We analyze the challenges to freedom, advocate for greater political rights and
civil liberties, and support frontline activists to defend human rights and promote democratic change.
Freedom House | Championing Democracy
Teaching Tolerance provides free resources to educatorsâ€”teachers, administrators, counselors and other
practitionersâ€”who work with children from kindergarten through high school. Educators use our materials to
supplement the curriculum, to inform their practices, and to create civil and inclusive school communities
where children are respected, valued and welcome participants.
Teaching Tolerance | Diversity, Equity And Justice
How can we use our resources to help others the most? Scared Straight is a program that takes kids who
have committed misdemeanors to visit prisons and meet criminals to confront their likely future if they
donâ€™t change their ways.
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